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This writings studies manual labour of the Kuomintang government which is 
weak field, and uses a  large number of recently released records as the major 
historical materials. It focuses on manual labour of SiChuan province from 1935 
to1945 on the ground of the Second-World War and the regional socio-economic 
mature and functions. Centering around mobilizing public labour, on the whole the 
labour service achieved the war and strenghened the power. The labour 
service ,therefore, played an important part during the Anti-Japanese War. To some 
extent, the operational mechanism of manual labour throw light upon modern labour. 
This essay is to research on the following major aspects. 
First, this writings reviews manual labour before the Anti-Japanese War. In the 
period the Kuomintang government advocated manual labour over the nation in order 
to build up the economy and defense. In the 1935 year central government came into 
the southwestern region step by step, and then declared to regard SiChuan province as 
the ground of national rejuvenation. On the base of the military needs, SiChuan 
government obeyed the NanJing Kuomintang government and adopted manual labour 
to employ a great number of peasant labour and build roads. The roads played an 
important part in the national power, political role and economical development. 
Second, this writings studies promotion of manual labour in the Anti-Japanese 
War. According to incomplete statistics, during the Anti-Japanese War more than 1.19 
million peasant workers from over 300 counties in SiChuan province employed to 
comstruct 76 national defense projects such as roads, airports and fortifications. The 
peasant labour buult many roads for example Sichuan-Guizhou Road, Sichuan-Hubei 
Road, Sichuan-Hunan Road, Sichuan-Yunnan road, all of which  played a very 
important role in guaranteeing military deployment and military and civil materials 
supply. They built 33 airports that coordinated military operations in the far Pacific 
region. They also constructed defense trenches in eastern SiChuan strengthened the 















promote the economy manual labour turned to local development in the back of the 
war. The peasant workers were employed to do projects that had a direct effect on 
agricultural production. Quotas of grain purchased by the state in SiChuan province 
played a very importang part all over the nation to stabilize on demand and supply of 
food.. 
Third, this writings studies employment mechanism and administrative setup of 
manual labour. The mechanism and the officers obeyed the program and regluations 
to employ the peasant  labour. The peasant  labour was organized on the basis of the 
same administrative district. The main reasons the peasant  labour was employed 
were strong nationalism, realistic preferential policy and government forced power. To 
push forward manual labour, the Kuomintang government improved the 
administrative setup and strictly regulated manpower. 
Last but not the least, this writings studies expenses and remuneration.which 
were power in manual labour. The ntional defense expenses were mainly resourced 
from national treasury and local finance. The local buiiding expenses were mainly 
camed from the outlay of manual labour and the funds. The expenditure had an effect 
on the local finance. The local finance was sometimes weakened and sometimes 
stronghened. With regard of the remuneration of the peasant labour, the government 
made detailed regulations. On the basis of the regulations, pratical ways of 
remuneration in manual labour were changed according to the situations. the peasant 
labour obtained limited benefit though there existed practical prolbems in salary 
payment at that time. 
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